Process Analytics:
are there dinosaurs among us?
CPAC – Nov. 3, 2010 – Seattle, WA

This talk is a summary of a tutorial given Oct. 6,
2010 at the ISA Automation Week conference.
Westin Galleria Hotel - Houston, Texas.
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il buono, il brutto, il cattivo
•

Part 1 – The Ugly
Critical Assessment – David Novak

•

Part 2 – The Bad
Myths and Mistakes – Rob Dubois

•

Part 3 – The Good
Solutions – Peter van Vuuren
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Part I of III

The Stigma of Process Analytics
A critical assessment
David Novak
VP of Applications and System Integration

the stigma
are we the technology of last resort?
• Even though they have been a common element of process
automation for years, there remains a “stigma” associated with
Process Analyzers.
–
–
–
–
–
–

High Cost (analyzer and the infrastructure)
High Maintenance (high skill level of maintenance)
Complicated Installation
Complicated Operation
Low Reliability
Questionable Accuracy

• Where Process Analyzers are accepted, it is only with a high
commitment to the required investment which includes the cost of
installation as well as the cost of continuing maintenance.

Expectation: High Price => High Performance and High Gain
Reality, too often: High Price => Low Performance
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Key Issues to Resolve
key indicators…

• Relative cost of the analytical technology versus the
infrastructure.
– Cost of infrastructure & supporting equipment outstrips the cost of the analyzer.
– Our engineers have, by necessity, become shelter and HVAC specialists

• Current process analytical technology is becoming
increasing difficult to maintain.
– Consequently we cling to obsolete systems well beyond the normal life cycle.
– In some cases three can be 4 levels of support needed to maintain analytical systems

• Disposal of effluent process sample is now a critical
factor in system design.
– Will current process analyzer technology be suitable to meet the new environmental and
energy reduction requirements?
– How much product do you send to flare, bypass or send to the atmosphere or a pond?
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Key Issues to Resolve
key indicators…

• There are few, if any, “best practices” for
analyzer technologies or system designs:
– American Petroleum Standards (API) recommended practices have fell out of favor and
are no longer supported.
– Process Industry Practices (PIP) have developed std. specifications but lack best practices
– Some end users have developed standards & best practices but this is the exception.

• There are few, if any, “performance standards”
for process analyzer system designs:
– We only specify and evaluate the analyzer technology performance and not the
performance of the measurement in the actual installed system configuration.
– CEMS (continuous emission monitoring systems) is a notable exception
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What are the options…
• Define and alleviate the issues that have created the “stigma” with current
Process Analyzer technology.
• Develop new technology that avoids the all of the problems associated
with current process analyzers.
– FTIR / NMR / TDL / Raman / microAnalytical

• Do nothing…
– Commitment to process analyzers may decline
– Alternate technologies will become popular – Advanced Process Control with
Inferential or Predictive Models using laboratory analysis for validation.
The dilemma: do we wait and see, or do we adapt?
As long as the stigma exists, the threat of extinction looms.
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Myths and mistakes that may
contribute to our extinction
the automation conundrum
Rob Dubois
consultant & owner
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Are we sick of this ‘mantra’ yet?
• 80% of process analytical reliability issues
are due to the sample system.
– Poor understanding of sample
integrity: plugged, leaking, fouled?
– Poor understanding of sample
temperature: condensing, twophase?
– Poor understanding of sample
pressure: vent header fluctuation?

• A ‘pipe to pixel’ look at myths and
mistakes with process analytical
systems.
What has changed? Analyzer installation – Buna, Germany
ca. 1951 Courtesy of S. Bach
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Myth: manual interventions and analyzer
rounds are essential
• today
– Of $6 billion spent each year
on process analytical,
approx. 50% is spent to
maintain*
– How many people in your
plant look after analyzers?
– Reliability is suspect
• Can automation help?
Diogenes searching for a hydrogen leak

*Source: PAI partners
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Myth: Monitoring the analyzer is good enough
(Actually the analyzer is only one part of a large system)
Utilities

Validate
DCS

Extract & Pre-Condition

Sample
System
Transport

Analyzer
Post cond. &
disposal

Shelter/House/Enclosure/Container

Services &
Utilities
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Q: Has our large infrastructure and reliance on manual
devices taken on Rube Goldberg qualities?

A Rube Goldberg machine is a deliberately over-engineered
machine that performs a very simple task in a very complex
fashion, usually including a chain reaction.
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Myth: Size (and weight) don’t matter
conventional systems
• Size and weight are not a
critical factor
• High infrastructure costs

by-line systems
• Infrastructure minimized
• Small size is important for
field maintenance

Conventional sample system designs can be
physically large and complex. Picture
courtesy of a major petrochemical JV.

The move to by-line analysis requires smaller, lighter
components. Picture courtesy of Dow Chemical.
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Myth: Manual inspection is good enough
• conventional diagnostic tools
– Rotameters, bubblers, pressure
and temperature gauges which
require walk-by visual checking
– Cult of the “analyzer whisperer”
• automated
– Temperature, flow and pressure
gauges replaced with busenabled sensors
– Remote graphical visualization
Rotameter replacement: NeSSI-bus-enabled sensor
can measure fluid flow, pressure and temperature,
and serve in Div/Zone 1. (Courtesy of CircorTech)
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Myth: Automation needs to be done in the DCS*
• Unmet need  the SAM**
– Provides local signal management

• Functional spec
– Form  instrument style X-proof enclosure
– Function  PAC*** like
• Serial I/O capabilities
• 4-20 mA is NOT the answer

– Standard “applet” container

SAM

© Danielle R. Dubois

• Turn repetitive tasks to commodities

* DCS = Distributed Control System
**SAM = Sensor Actuator Manager
***PAC = Process Automation Controller

“Who can solve SAM?”
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Analytical Engine – going in the right direction?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small amount of sample used
Integral pressure & temperature control
Integral filtration
microAnalytical ready
Sample returned to pipe (no venting req.)
A complete analytical solution: by-line

Based on a patent awarded
to Dow Chemical
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Let’s end the myths
• Unless we become more reliable
(and cost effective) we may
become extinct
• We can improve reliability
through automation but this can
increase cost. (conundrum)
• Has the NeSSI initiative, to date,
improved our systems or
repurposed them by
perpetuating the myths?
• Systems with less infrastructure
will be much easier to automate.

"When men got structural steel, they did not use
it to build steel copies of wooden bridges."
Ayn Rand. Atlas Shrugged. 1957.
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On-line Process Analyzers: Quo Vadis?
Prima donnas, and potential solutions which may
stave off extinction
Peter van Vuuren
Optograf Product Manager

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Considerations

A Lot of Infrastructure
(Brute Forcing the Installation)

Analyzer
Shelter

Sample
Transport Lines

A/C
Sample
Conditioning
Systems
Picture Courtesy
ExxonMobil Chemical

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Considerations

Sample Conditioning Systems:
* Custom designed, engineered and built
* Poor standardization

Picture Courtesy
ExxonMobil Chemical

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Considerations

Analyzers treated like Prima Donnas
We change the environment to meet their needs

Picture Courtesy
ExxonMobil Chemical

An Analyzer Prima Donna?

Real Prima Donna

Analyzer Prima Donna

His/her Own Dressing Room

Same

+ a big star on the door

Star

All the necessary facilities to make the
room meet all his/her needs:
Air conditioning

Air conditioning, own instrument air,
hazardous area adaptation etc., vent
lines, headers

His/her own bar (food, drinks etc.)

Its own sample at the right pressure and
temp

Has his/her own entourage:
Hairdresser, pedicurist, manicurist etc.

Technicians, analyzer engineers etc.

on the outside door missing
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Total Cost of Ownership - Gen III Vision
Macro-House

Micro-House
@ Sampling Point

Legacy Sample
System

NeSSI Platform
Intrinsically Safe
Micro-Analyzers
Fiber-Optic probes

Courtesy of Dow Chemical, Freeport, Texas

Macro-Analyzers

Intensive/Major Infrastructure
Requirements

Minimal Infrastructure
Requirements

Attributes of the ideal next generation analyzer system?
Sample probe
•
•
•
•
•

In the pipe or at the pipe
High temp and flows
Filtering of particulates
Removal or rejection of
condensables
No or limited sample removal
(in/ex situ sampling)

Sample handling
•
•
•
•
•
•

At line or near line pressure
Minimal sample conditioning
No sample transport
No sample return required
Ports for
calibration/validation
Pressure and Temperature
(and Flow Measurement)

Attributes of the ideal next generation analyzer system?
Analyzer sensor/controller
• Poles to tropics
operation
• Does not require an
analyzer shelter
• Intrinsically safe or
flame proof (miniature)
• No or few moving parts
(inherently reliable)

Communications
•

•

With DCS
• Serial data links OPC,
Modbus TCP/IP
• Future wireless
With maintenance LAN
•
•
•
•

Separate and firewalled from
DCS and other plant devices
& LANS
Diagnostics/history/setup
Remote access/operations
(off-site maintenance)
Wired or Wireless

Tutorial Conclusion
• We must change if we
want to avoid becoming
a dinosaur technology.
• It’s now time to move
ahead with Generation
III
– A scorecard to set the
stage for by-line
applications is underway.
– microAnalytical is our
future - now
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